Kick off thrilling FinTech startups and make exciting products work from scratch

We are looking for a Rockstar
UI/UX Developer in Munich
It’s time to change the way the world interacts with money. CURRENT creates ground-breaking fintech
ventures with the best people bringing together subject matter expertise and technology.

What you are in for–
You will work with successful serial entrepreneurs, very experienced technology experts, senior advisors as well as the
smartest founders in Fintech within our ventures. Working with multiple ventures you'll create the "face" of next
generation financial services as well as infrastructure and frameworks used across ventures. We strongly believe
user/customer experience will play a key role in the transformation we are in.
Why you should join–
To kick off thrilling FinTech startups, build the foundation and make exciting products work from scratch

To see yourself making the difference between a flop and a potential unicorn - every single day
To live your entrepreneurial mindset and see the growth of ventures on which you gave all your professional dedication
WWhat you will be doing—

YOU DESIGN and IMPLEMENT the UX of prototypes and solutions in collaboration with expert UX designers
YOU INTRODUCE and EVOLVE state of the art UI technology into our tech stack for ventures
YOU CODE, iterate and deliver to kick start newly founded ventures
YOU TAKE RESPONSIBILTY within a team of highly skilled experts, with love for details and an eye for the bigger picture
YOU GROW by proving your skill, using state of the art tools, experiencing business and learning something new every day
You are responsible for—

– Visually appealing user experience - in idea prototyping and productive solutions
– Contributing the first screens of new start up, and getting the first version into production
– A compelling, simple and ready to use UI/UX package for our startups
Your key goals and objectives—

– Contribute delivering attractive prototypes fast and working solutions when needed
– Kick start new ventures with an effective UI tech stack
– To know the server-side of things to an extend that allows you a level of independency
Your background—
– UI / Frontend Development - Multi-year expertise in WEB-UI technologies as well as experience in the mobile APP

space (e.g. React, Selenium, Micorservices)
– "Feel" for user experience - Experience with prototyping tools (e.g. Sketch) and some UX examples to show from past
experience
– Agility - Strong willingness to deliver, always hands-on.
In the team, with the team and for the team.

Join us in the
fintech revolution!
technology@current.rocks

